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How it all 
Began…
THE TALE OF TWO PREMIUM BRANDS 
CREATING MAGIC, TOGETHER

It started with the initial connection, a conversation that ignited the creative process. 
A simple exchange sparked an idea that brought two experts together. Then came, 
paper and pencils on drawing boards. Scribbles, sketches, a creation, and many high 
fives when the concepts were born.

This is what happens when a renowned design and architecture firm, and a high-end 
furniture creator, come together to build an experience that is more than just outdoor 
furniture. 

The relationship between Les Ensembliers and Bosquet is one founded on 
understanding without having to say much. These two houses speak the same 
language and have encouraged each other to push their idea sparked by a simple 
conversation, by bringing their expertise and their finesse to the table. 

As a result, this superior collection is all about carefully selected materials, a curated 
design, impeccable quality, optimal durability, and the simplicity of the finished product.
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Hello, and 
Welcome.
Inspired by the coolness and experimental vibe felt in California in the 1960s and 
the pure lavishness of yacht life, this collection brings a balance of sleek, minimalistic 
luxury and lounge comfort, all wrapped up in a dream of taking a trip along the coast 
of Corsica, right in the middle of the Mediterranean. 

The peacefulness, the serenity, the blue skies, and the smell of the fresh air. 
The heaviness of floating on the smooth water is relaxation at its best. 
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About 
Les Ensembliers
Building meaning into beauty. This is who Les Ensembliers is and what it's all about. 
Distinguished artist, Les Ensembliers has the magic touch of making any space, feel 
like home, and most importantly, uniquely yours. It’s not just about filling up a space, 
it’s creating an experience, capturing a moment, and offering meaning to each and 
every client.  

Les Ensembliers, is a renowned institution that has made its mark in the North American 
market. Founded in 2004 by Maxime Vandal and Richard Ouellette, the firm has been 
recognized through numerous awards and design accolades, including, the 2022 Luxe 
RED Award in the product category, Luxe Interior Design’s Gold List 2021 honoree, and 
the 2010 Emeritus Heritage Award from the Montreal Architectural Heritage Campaign.

In 2015, Richard’s work was internationally recognized by the prestigious Andrew 
Martin Review in England, and in 2016, he was selected to be part of the New York 
Kips Bay decorator show, in addition to being appointed as one of the curators for 
the Curated Kravet website. Equally as successful, in 2007, Maxime created a unique 
high-end residential design and built a group by merging the 3 companies he owned. 
And, in 2010 he won his first award for patrimonial conservation.

Regularly featured in the international press, such as House and Home, Veranda, 
Elle Decor, and The Wall Street Journal. In addition, they have completed numerous 
projects in Paris, New York, Palm Beach, Miami, and Montreal. 

Les Ensembliers is a one-stop-shop, with a winning formula. An architecture firm, 
design studio, and construction company all under one roof, not only conceptors, 
thinkers, and visionaries but also executors. 

Simply put, they’ll take you to the moon, and make you feel at home there.



Meet Bosquet
Bosquet is built on 70 years of experience, evolution, and the pursuit of perfection. 
Earning a stellar reputation of supreme craftsmanship, and specialized technical skill 
in creating architectural pieces with purpose. 

This special workshop produces everything from A to Z in their atelier just outside of 
Montreal, Canada. They have full control over the production process and can even 
put the name of a team member on each piece produced. 

It is impressive to see the raw materials arrive at the atelier and watch everything 
transform, with the special touch of the team, into unique and beautiful pieces. 

Bosquet is not only a manufacturer of furniture and architectural products, but they are 
also inspired by the community and industry they are part of. Always observant of new 
trends, they create showstoppers that stand out in the market. 

Above all, they are leaders in architectural wood products, and they can sculpt, carve 
and build your dream with their magic touch.
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“I love pure and unadorned 
spaces that leave room for 
the view in a large garden, 
a terrace, or even on the coast. 
I love sleek and voluminous 
furniture that inspires
true relaxation.”
Richard Ouellette
LES ENSEMBLIERS



Where 
the Magic 
Started
THE MAKING OF.
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The Initial Idea.
With a love of sleek and voluminous furniture that allows a space to inspire true 
relaxation, the initial spark for this collection came from the idea of a large space that 
invites people to come to relax, breathe in the fresh air, and peacefully enjoy special 
moments. The collection has a presence and complements its surroundings. 
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How it all Came 
Together.

This story is one that simply began with two superior brands liking their work 
on social media. Having a shared passion for quality design, they admired their 
accomplishments and congratulated each other online. 

Then the collaborations with common clients for design and architectural projects 
began, which made them realize, that this was a union with common goals, a shared 
vision, and many opportunities.

Then, there was the spark that ignited the idea of a joint premium architectural 
furniture collection that offers exceptional quality and carefully curated detail. Then, 
the exciting discussions began very quickly…

FIRST, CAME THE SKETCH

All it took was one sketch! The initial drawing was love at first sight. 

THEN CAME THE RENDERINGS

It only took two renderings to capture this unique design.

ALONG WITH THE PROTOTYPES

Immediately in awe of the result. Some slight modifications were made 
in order to upscale the aesthetic, maximize comfort, and functionality.

AND FINALLY, THE FINISHED PRODUCT

A perfect balance of pieces that are heavy yet warm, inviting and cozy, 
yet chic and sleek. An indoor feeling, made for an outdoor experience.
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DINING CHAIRS

Solid and durable, these pieces are chairs that have a presence.

DINING TABLE

Host friends and family with this magnificent, impressive work of art. 
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DAY BED

Perfect for a calming pause, the day bed allows you to soak up the sun, or curl up with a good book.
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LOUNGE CHAIR

Lay back and enjoy the soft breeze in a lounge chair that makes you feel as though you’re sailing through the Mediterranean. 
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Piecing together the perfect 
outdoor urban haven.
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SOFA WITH ARMS

With elements of minimalist design 
from the 1960s, the sofa with arms is 
effortlessly elegant.
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SOFA

Heavy yet warm, inviting, and cozy. Enjoy a sunset with those you love while resting on a sofa with charisma.
OTTOMAN

Textured corners, and thorough detailing, 
this ottoman is a statement piece with 

expression and purpose. 
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CORNER SOFA

With its clean and minimalist design, the corner sofa is an inviting accent piece perfect for a summer patio.
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SOFA EXTENSION

If the guest list gets a little long, the sofa extension offers a great solution by providing an extra small table for additional space.

POUF

Insert a little personality to your space by adding this cushioned footstool, with fun handwoven details. 



“Les Ensembliers’ love 
for aesthetics and attention 
to detail combined with 
Bosquet’s expertise and 
passion for intricate 
craftsmanship, are elements 
that complete a perfect 
match.”
Valérie Guilmette 
BOSQUET



MINIMALIST DESIGN

Inspired by linear 1960s Californian modern design, the clean shape accentuates simplicity and elegance.   

HANDWOVEN ROPE DETAIL

The rope detail is inspired by the yachting lifestyle, but it is also a nod 
to a unique high-end, handmade artisan touch.

FABRICS & MATERIALS

Double-lined fabrics protect the cushions from moisture and water and 
can be dry cleaned, to keep a pristine look.

TEXTUAL ANGLES

Showcasing the grain of the wood provides texture and beauty in itself, adding 
warmth and character. 
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The Little 
“Je ne sais quoi.”
DETAILS ARE EVERYTHING.



It’s About 
Getting 
the Best.
A thoughtful process starting from the selection of premium raw materials, the finest 
fabrics, and superior finishings, to the white glove packaging. Every step is completed 
with immense attention to detail and the utmost quality and durablity.
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Immaculate Quality & 
Exquisite Materials

ELEGANT AND DURABLE LUMBER

Carefully selected Spanish cedar wood with a rousette matte finish is ideal for outdoor 
furnishings due to its exposure to moisture. Its natural grain patterns that are straight 
and fine, offer a very clean and timeless look.

POWDER-COATED ALUMINIUM 

The base of our pieces is made with strong powder-coated aluminium. This solid 
foundation is well known for providing high-quality finishes and allows to create true 
works of art. 

PREMIUM TEXTILES

Handpicked materials come from renowned fine weavers. 
The two colourways, plaza beige, and chestnut provide depth 
and weight, however, leave the focus on the beautiful Spanish 
cedarwood.

POLISHED DETAILING

A detailed and thoughtful cord with a functional purpose. The 
selected cord has an artisanal feel, while it is mainly used to 
tie back and hold down the cushions.
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Where You
Can Find Us
For more information, please visit bosquet.ca or bosquet.us

For media inquiries: 

Jennifer Ahken
EGS PR

+1 (514) 952-2072
ja@egspr.com
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